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For Sale

Nestled within the serene confines of Ellis Lane, 2 Grigg Close stands as a testament to luxurious living amidst nature's

embrace. This magnificent property offers a harmonious blend of space, comfort, and elegance, boasting a total of eight

bedrooms, 4 bathrooms and 5 car space carports, including a studio with a kitchenette, and a separate home

office/bedroom with its own entrance, across its sprawling 4146sqm* expanse. From the moment you enter the property,

you'll be greeted by a picturesque landscape, where tranquility reigns supreme and every corner whispers tales of

relaxation and luxury.Step inside to discover a residence that exudes both grandeur and warmth, featuring 7 expansive

bedrooms within the main dwelling, complemented by generous living and dining areas, and three well-appointed

bathrooms. The heart of the home, a generously sized kitchen, invites culinary adventures while offering ample storage

space for all your culinary essentials. Additionally, a separate granny flat awaits, offering its own private sanctuary with

two bedrooms, a fully equipped kitchen, and a convenient laundrette.Outside, the pool beckons on hot summer days, and

an alfresco area perfect for entertaining guests or enjoying quiet evenings under the stars. Parking is a breeze with five

carport spaces, with two conveniently situated at the front and an additional three tucked away at the rear of the

property.Key Highlights:> Primary residence boasts seven massive bedrooms, large living and dining spaces, and an

office.> Well-appointed kitchen with ample storage space.> Separate granny flat with two bedrooms, fully equipped

kitchen, and convenient laundrette.> Tranquil location in the beautiful suburb of Ellis Lane, NSW.> Hidden away within a

quiet street, surrounded by lush greenery.> Inviting pool and alfresco area for outdoor enjoyment.> Abundance of space,

comfort, and elegance throughout the property.For further information or to arrange an inspection, please contact your

Stone Real Estate agents.*ApproximatelyNOTE: In preparing this, we have used reasonable endeavours to provide

information that is true, however it is provided on the basis that readers will be responsible for making their own

assessment of the information and are advised to verify all relevant representations, statements and information. All

photographs and images are representative only, for marketing purposes.


